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figure, very slowly, looking down at groups of bathers,
on a sloping shpre in a white blaze of light, above a
tideless sea.
Had what I saw in that sort of vision been Dante it would
have been less astonishing. I always disliked Columbus
and wished that someone more decorative in motive could
have made the discovery that he made—someone like Sir
Lancelot or Gawain. But Dante I just simply detested
because his figure was forced on my attention by my relatives
and connections, the Rossettis, at an age when my sole diet
consisted of rusks sopped in milk. So it is possible that my
substitution of Columbus was merely unconscious mental
self-protection. I had to think of Dante because, every five
minutes of my childhood, an uncle by marriage or an aunt
or one or other of five cousins would recall the disagreeable
gentleman in a long gown and a queerly flapped cap. He
was strolling along the seventh circle of Hell accompanied
by the much more agreeable Duke Virgil of Mantua and
kicking in the face a poor soul who had implored his assis-
tance. And I think that my lifelong hatred of politics as a
human pursuit—and you will hear enough of that when
we come to make our swallow flight from New York to
Geneva and back—my lifelong hatred, then, of politics came
from the assurance that if Dante in his vision committed
that frightfulness he was simply avenging himself on the
memory of a political opponent.
The first thing that I knew about the discoverer of the
Western Indies was that he complained a great deal about
the insufficiency of his rewards—what did he do with his
money? . . . And the second came from the early sight of a
picture in the Grand Manner by G^ricault or some other
contemporary of Delacroix. It represented Columbus before
Ferdinand and Isabella. The painter indicated, amongst a
profusion of satins, ostrich feathers, and objects in gold, a
confused wallow of the naked shoulders of caciques and their
wives and children—his offerings from the Indies to his
Most Christian sovereigns. To me, even at a tender age, that
proceeding seemed rather questionable. I think I should
have preferred to see Columbus, if not Ferdinand and

